
QUESTION FORMULATION

Question formulation

How can I achieve an unexpected material behavior? What readings does the unexpected 
material behavior offer in the project, in relation to the ordinariness of the ordinary element 
and of the ordinary room? 

How does the reading of the elements and the whole work? When is the element recognizable 
as a figure and when is it dissolved? When does the relation between the elements make 
the room legible as a whole? In what way is this understood in the full scale installation and 
through the bodily experience of it?

Understanding of key vocabulary in relation to the thesis questions and the project
Unexpected – a non-normative phenomenon that surprises and thus raise questions and 
challenge our beliefs and expectations
Figure – an element, with a clear character, which enables a reading that makes us understand 
it as a composite part instead of surfaces put together
Figurativeness – when the figure is communicating something familiar to the spectator
Figural – when the figure is communicating something unfamiliar to the spectator
Legibility – composite reading that makes us understand the connection between certain 
elements and the intention of putting them in relation to each other, adding an obviousness to 
the understanding.
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Materials

Material behavior

Wood

Wood acting like wood

Fabric acting like wood,
hollow or clad on to wood

Fabric

Fabric acting like fabrc

Wood acting like fabric

Fabric acting like fabrc
but hard-made

Perforated wood clad with 
fabirc, making it precise 
but translucent

+ binding, thread
and lashing wire

MATERIAL
Behavior



MATERIAL

Textile and wood

”Ordinary things contain the deepest mysteries” Robin Evans stated in his essay ”Figures, 
doors and passages”(Translation from drawings to building, 1997). As a starting point the 
ordinary things have, in this project, turned into ordinary architectural elements, such as 
the doorframe, the corner, the windowsill and the baseboard. In the installation I have built 
fragments of these ordinary elements and made further translations of them, both in formal 
and material terms.

The materials are mainly textile and wood. The textile has a relation to  Gottfried Semper’s 
argumentation about the clear connection between the wall as an original element of 
architecture and the weaving as an original human method of production. For me, an 
important aspect on the textile material is the connotation to traditional handicraft culture 
and the intriguing act of turning it into architecture, giving it untraditional expressions. My 
intention is to create a shift between expected and unexpected material behavior. 

Initially, and in parallel to building the installation, I have done a set of material test model, 
testing different fabrics and bindings, architectural expressions and design techniques.
 
In this installation, the fragments of the ordinary elements are mostly built in plywood and 
work, apart from their significant characteristics, constructively as load bearers. The textile 
surfaces are, on the other hand, non-bearing and dependant on the wooden constructions. 
They are space generating but spaces they define are completely ignorant to the the room 
defined by the elements they derive from.

While the elements express a clear logic with an inside, defining the interior room, and an 
outside, where constructive support is sometimes needed to make them stand, the textile 
surfaces are more ambiguous regarding front and back. They have a backside to which the 
seams are folded and to which lashing wire is occasionally attached. But this side shifts and 
as they bend, different sides of the surfaces turn to the inside of the room. The forms are 
liberated from the bounding box of the ordinary room.



Streached out textile sufrace

Clear cut textile sufrace

Bouncing textile sufrace

Compressed textile sufrace

MATERIAL
Design expressions



ELEMENT
 Doorframe



ELEMENT
 Corner



ELEMENT
Windowsill



ELEMENT
 Baseboard



LEGIBILITY

Legibility

The question about legibility can be referred to both 
regarding the room as whole and regarding the individual 
elements and the put together pieces.

The ordinary element itself works as a figure making us 
understand it as a composite part instead of surfaces put 
together. When reading the fragmented ordinary elements 
together and filling in the gaps with knowledge, the room 
may be legible in the same way as when seing a ruin, 
understanding what it once was or when watching Lars 
von Trier’s Dogville, understanding the composition of a 
fragmented town in the backdrop scenography.

The individual elements are regarded familiar to an observer 
from a western discourse but they are at the same time 
questionable. They clearly imitate ordinary architectural 
elements with an implication of function and they are surely 
taken very seriously and built up with precision. But they 
are also  approached in a simplistic manner, built in “wrong” 
material and naïve sewn stitch by stitch. In this sense they 
are made relative in their context, possible to question. Their 
artificiality is obvious.

The textile surfaces are, on the contrary, more more 
difficult to position in terms of legibility. The characters 
they materialize are strong and may be attributed 
anthropomorphic qualities, without precisely resemble 
human or animal body parts.

Historical and technical anachronism

Amy Kulper is, in her article “Out of Character” in LOG 
#31 (2014), discussing Robert A. M. Stern’s American Dream 
House and Andrew Holder’s 48 characters where the author 
casts plaster in latex, shaping them analogue with wooden 
spoons and fishing lines. Kulper introduces the notion of 
“physical historian” by quoting Vincent Scully as follows: 
“the architect should be regarded as a kind of physical 
historian, because he constructs relationships across time: 
civilizing in fact. And since civilization is based largely on 
the capacity of human beings to remember, the architect 
builds visible history”. According to Kulper the essential 
operation of the physical historian – both postmodern (as 
Stern) and contemporary (as Holder) – is the deployment of 
productive anachronism. Stern is a physical historian because 
he designs buildings that are historical anachronisms, while 
Holder’s productive anachronism is of a rather technical 
kind. Although Holder is well versed in digital form 
finding he engages analogue techniques. By doing so, he is 
producing an allusion to analogue making and, according 
to Kulper, a deliberate invocation of obsolescence. He uses 
the anachronism to call attention to the already historicized 
nature of the technologies associated with architecture’s 
search for form.

I find these two anachronism-terms meaningful to put 
in relation to my work in this project. The elements in 
the installation can be understood as historical (or maybe 
contextual) anachronisms, questioning the role of time and 
history in architecture through direct visual reference and 
association, in the same way as Stern’s classical building 
elements are. Like with Holder’s 48 characters, the fabrication 
of the installation has been mostly analogue. The production 
methods and the textile’s connotation to traditional 
handicraft make the pieces qualify as  technical anachronism. 

Fragmentation: Ruin in Olympia, Greece

Fragmentation: Lars von trier’s Dogville

Robert A. M. Stern’s American Dream House, a historical anachronism according 
to Kulper

Part of Andrew Holder’s 48 Characters, a technical anachronism according to 
Kulper



LEGIBILITY

Figurative and figural

Another issue discussed by Kulper is the notion of figurative 
versus figural. I regard the ordinary elements in the 
installation figurative in their nature while the textile surfaces 
arising from them are figural. The two together, in one piece, 
become an ambiguous synthesis of legible non-legible. The 
question of legibility of the room is important to me, but 
now I find the reading and understanding of the elements’ 
figurative qualities and the textile surfaces’ figural qualities 
more interesting. 

The ordinary element indicating its origin and fuctionallity works 
as both a historical/contextual and a technical anachronism. It is 
figurative in the sense that the figure, in this case a doorframe, is 

unmistakingly familiar.

The textile translation, both ornamental and space defining, works 
as a technical anachronism, relating to its analogue and handicraft 

production technique. It is figural because the figure it materializes is 
of an unfamiliar charachter.

The composite piece of ordinary element and textile translation work 
as both a historical/contextual and technical anachronism. But the 

understanding of it is of a more ambigous kind. The greater figure that 
it suggests makes a statement about its independent being and offers the 

ordinary element  a possible autonomy.



LEGIBILITY

The composite

Back to the first thesis question about what the unexpected 
material behavior does to the reading of the installation I see 
the textile surfaces as disturbing the ordinariness making the 
elements, in various degrees, dissolve. The hard-made textile 
sure evokes curiosity and questions, but more importantly 
I see the shivering figures translating and taking over the 
ordinary elements. The elements are in this way freed from 
their origin and the function their characters imply. They 
have, together with the textile, turned into a mannerist act of 
exaggerating and staging their new shapes and their aesthetic 
independence. In my understanding this work is a contem-
porary and temporal architectural materialisation, claiming 
autonomy for the ordinary architectural elements.

In the compsite arrengement of the pieces, legibility can be undertoood 
at different levels. The ordinary room appear legible when filling in the 
gaps between the ordingary architectural elements, but the ambigous 
figures of the pieces are at the same time dissolving the reading of the 

room as whole.
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Material tests
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